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ABSTRACT
Smart phones offer new opportunities in assigning physics exercises, in experimental
illustration of the problem occurring in the exercise or, in making results be descriptively
proven. Exercises printed on paper or given electronically can have a QR Code attached. The
user will be able – with the help of a QR Code read through a phone – to get immediate
access to the desired website. There, depending on the given exercise, we will be able to
upload photo or video illustrations, data charts, namely, many exercises can be started based
on reality or even, prove correctness of results with a simple phenomenon-presenting videoexperiment. The QR Code can also be used to offer our weak-performance students optional
help at the critical steps of the complex difficult exercises.

OPPORTUNITIES OF THE QR CODE IN EDUCATION
The QR Code was invented by Japanese programmers in 1994 (it means Quick Response).
This two-dimensional grid of dots is based on the idea of the barcode, but can store much
more information than the barcode itself. The codes can also be read by smartphones,
independently from their screen rotation [1].
Students spend more and more time with their mobile phones. But just like with any
common equipment, we can convert our environment with mobile phones, too. However, we
need to set objectives.
Application possibilities of QR Codes in teaching:


To download extra exercises e. g. from the school notice board



To download auxiliary materials



For lexical addenda



To check the results of the exercises



To download films to support the Physics exercises



For demonstration purposes

Exercise sets printed on paper are hardly motivating for students. However, the use of
mobile phones, even without specific goals causes “functional joy” for them. Touching and
pressing the phone screens convey a certain message: “We belong to a newer generation!”.
When we use mobile phones in teaching, besides motivating, our goal is to wrap up the
appropriate content [2], [3], [4].
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How to generate our own QR Code?
Naturally, we do not need to devise this pictorial information incomprehensible for the
human brain, because there are QR Code generator programmes (Fig.1.) to conveniently
create them. We can find online QR Code managing sites, and there are free downloadable
software, too.

Fig.1. The online software transforms the content of the text window into a QR Code [5]
Teachers can easily create QR Codes and direct their students to the sites they choose. In
the case of films the free video sharing portal YouTube is readily applicable, and teachers can
upload sets of their own films there. They can put small icons in the middle of the QR Codes
(Fig.2.) to indicate the content, and with the help of the small signals suitable for
classification, students can quickly select from the codes just by viewing them.

Fig.2. There is a water drop in the picture in the middle of the QR Code, which refers to the
theme of the movie to be played
Teachers can send messages to the users with the small icons (Fig.3.): e.g. it is a text note,
a link, a video film, some photos, or the process of solving the specific problem, or the result
can be accessed with the specific code.

Fig.3. The icons can mean e.g. photo, film, lexical data, help, result
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Using QR Codes for solving Physics problems
The exercise:
The speed of the clouds was measured with time-lapse technique in an experiment. This
means that pictures of the target object are shot at set intervals with fixed camera position.
What is the horizontal speed of a cloud rack in km/h if the camera shoots the pictures of the
target object every 15 seconds and we know that the cloud covers 400 metres between
shooting the 1st picture and the 10th picture? (Fig.4.)

Fig.4. With the help of the codes students can: watch the time-lapse film, have a look at the
typical picture of a cloud set, read about the cloud family and the formation of clouds, receive
help in solving the problems, or simply double-check their own results.
We can also create multiple-choice questions with humorous drawings (Fig.5.), which can
even be uploaded to a blog. QR Codes will direct the students to the exercises on the blog.

Fig.5. The code helps the user get to the exercise which deals with a classical physics problem
The making of QR Code-accessible films to support Physics exercises
I consider it important that solving problems with calculations should not be only of
abstract and theoretical importance in the teaching of Physics, but students should feel that
exercises present real situations the results of which can be checked experimentally. I have
linked films to the exercises with the help of the QR Code. One group of films show the
experiments carried out based on the exercises. Another group of films contain the
experimental check of the calculated results. This latter can be such a film that shows the
control measuring, or students themselves can measure the time with the stopwatch in their
own smart phones while watching the film, and if the calculation is correct, then the two
results are the same.
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Task: Calculate (with the help of the photo, Fig.6.) the speed of the person sitting on the
carousel.

Fig.6. Drawing the forces affecting the person sitting on the carousel into the picture, we can
edit a closed vector triangle
The speed can be expressed from the closed right-angled vector triangle:

So we can calculate the speed of the person sitting on the carousel from the radius, the
gravitational acceleration and the α angle.

Fig.7. The α angle can be measured with a goniometer, the radius with a pixel bar
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To do that, short films would help us, and we can introduce those into our smart phones
with the help of the QR Codes seen in Fig.7. The radius can be calculated from the height of
the man:
Radius

Man height

293 pixel

54 pixel

r

1.72 m

One calculation error is due to perspectival distortion. If we drop a line perpendicular to
the plane of a two-dimensional angle through its vertex and have a look at the angle from any
point of this perpendicular line, we see the real size of the angle. However, if we look at the
angle from any other point, the size of the angle looks different. Since we have looked at the
carousel slightly from below, the angle looked bigger than its real size (Fig.8.).

Fig.8. Left panel: the possible angle-value ranges resulting from perspective distortion
Right panel: in the picture the carousel is like as seen a bit from the bottom sight
It is clearly seen that the measured angle is greater than the real one, thus we have
measured a greater speed, too.

Double-checking the result with the video
If we dispose of not only a photo but also of a film, then the speed of the person sitting on
the carousel can also be defined through another procedure (Fig.9.). This way checking the
previous calculation will also become possible.
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 Let’s measure the period (the measurement will be more accurate if we measure 10
rounds and then divide the result by 10)
 Let’s substitute the radius defined earlier in the following formula:
(5)

Fig.9. The QR Code seen in the picture helps us play the film and - with the help of a
chronograph - measure the period time. The short film will also provide the measurements
with further necessary information
If we compare it to the value calculated based on Fig.7., see Eq.(4), we get a more accurate
smaller value:

CONCLUSIONS
The QR Code is a popular information carrier surface, its use in education will not only be
important in motivating students who use modern technics but also can play a sort of virtual
support in individual problem solving. This way the QR Code plays a kind of a mediating role
between the teacher and the student.
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ABSTRACT
Experiments which are carried out by the students themselves play a crucial role in the
process of teaching physics. Smartphone includes a number of sensors and the data received
from the installed software can be used in the place of various physics laboratory
instruments. The mobile phone was thus used to determine the acceleration of different types
of movements (damped oscillation, pendulum, circular motion). All measurements were made
by applying the “Accelerometer monitor”, which can be downloaded free of charge from the
internet onto a mobile phone. The project illustrates the most important features of projectbased learning inasmuch as the students were expected to organize the process on their own,
meanwhile the teacher acted as a “coach”, merely supervising the students’ work.
METHODS OF TRACING OF MOTION
In the process of teaching physics, kinematics is of utmost importance as it, actually,
introduces the students into a quantitative approach to physics and makes them acquainted
with the overlapping chain of thoughts related to observing, experimenting, measuring,
building notions and elaborating theories. It is, therefore, necessary for this process to be
grounded on convincing and easily repeatable measurements. By all means, it is not a simple
task at all to define experimentally the position of an extended body in motion within a given
system of coordinates even though the range of applicable procedures has ceaselessly evolved
in the course of time. The rapid development of technology and the turn-out of computers
have made fundamental changes in this area. Besides the classic methods – such as air
cushion table (Fig.1.), electrostatic track recording, stroboscopy, photo gates with picket
fences mounted to carts etc. – new modern techniques, such as laser and sonar based distance
detection (e.g. V-Scope, Fig.2.), the GPS and procedures based on video technology (e.g.
Videopoint, Webcam Laboratory, Fig.2.) and smartphones have also appeared.

Fig.1. The air cushion table
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Some of the aforementioned applications are perfectly suitable for being used by the
students either individually or in pairs, maybe even in small group experimenting activities
that involve measurements. Nevertheless, we have to highlight the fact that by skipping the
principles outlined by the classical methodology of measurement and by switching over to the
modern procedures directly, one would surely cause the loss of physical contents.

Fig.2. Investigation of circular motion using V-Scope and of an oscillating object with the
Webcam Laboratory software
THE CRUCIAL ROLE OF PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS
It has already been acknowledged as a proven fact that the possibility of independently
accomplished experimenting in the process of teaching physics is one of the best tools for
raising the students’ interest and awareness in natural phenomena, as well as the development
of natural science-based thinking. Demonstration experiments which are presented by the
teacher and experiments carried out by the students (Fig.3.) themselves or in small groups are
equally important. What the students see with their own eyes is likely to be better retained in
the mind, and thus it could be more easily recalled later and associated with other phenomena.
It makes possible for the students to follow the path of researchers and thus grab hold of the
basics of natural sciences and, furthermore, to consolidate their theoretical knowledge, to gain
experience and to develop their practical skills. Experiments are known as being the
“engines” of research - as they are also setting the grounds for the methodology of the
teaching process in physics [1].

Fig.3. Student experimentation
Experiments may, of course, be grouped into different categories, and one sub-category
that provides the students with the possibility to carry out experiments either individually or
in small groups is called student-centered experimenting. Actually, this is the most beneficial
option as it facilitates the students’ activities meanwhile it also turns them from mere
observers into active participants of the experimenting process.
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THE PROJECT-BASED LEARNING (PBL)
In this paper a project work is presented which was shown at the second Győr Science
Festival in the Mobilis Science Centre. During the measurement we want to put forward the
most important characteristics of project-based learning. Project-based teaching, also known
as the project-based teaching method is one of the newest and the most up-to-date methods, as
the teaching process itself focuses on the students, aiming to develop their competencies
necessary for the successful accomplishment of any practical task that they may have to cope
with in their daily lives. The most important advantage of the method is that - should they be
involved in either individual and/or group-work during the learning process - the students feel
highly motivated, meanwhile the teacher becomes the co-ordinator – or, better to say, the
moderator of the learning process instead of preserving his/her traditional role. The approach
to the task is, therefore, characteristically interdisciplinary. Due to its pragmatism, as well as
to the fact that both observation and laboratory experiments motivate its use in the process,
project-based teaching is more than adequate for the teaching of natural sciences [2].
“Not a step without my mobile” These words are well-known to all of us. Smartphones and
tablets have become organic parts of our lives and 85% of the children aged 12-13 have their
own mobile phones. Getting used to them in their early childhood, the very young generation
has become a full-time user of the available modern technical devices [3].
The use of digital technologies should receive a more important place in the curricula of
various school subjects. Therefore, we have to teach our students that the aforementioned
tools can be used for a lot more than just staying in touch with each other on social sites
and/or via different chat programs. Quite unfortunately, some of the teachers are still reluctant
to use any modern technologies because they either have difficulties in coping with them or
they simply cannot find the time to get acquainted with the newly emerging means and
methods. However, even these teachers must accept the fact that the new tools have given us
exciting possibilities in our classroom activities [3].
The mentioned devices contain many sensors and data processing software that can be
used genuinely while teaching physics. Besides the timer and calculator functions available
on the older devices, various databases, e.g. the Pocket Physics application (Fig.4.), can be
downloaded onto them. One of the most important sensors of any telephone is its microphone,
which can be used very well to measure the intensity of the sound depending on distance or to
perform the frequency analysis of different sources of sound during physics classes.

Fig.4. The Pocket Physics application
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The already indispensable sensor of the smartphones is the tri-axial accelerometer which
can be used to define the tilt of the phone as compared to the direction of gravitational
acceleration. Of course, this sensor provides us with an almost infinite number of
measurements as there are many applications meant to display graphs or to evaluate the
measured data. Therefore, we can determine the measure of acceleration of various objects by
attaching the telephone onto a moving body, a vibrating (e.g. a spring) system or a rotating
one (e.g. a record player).
As it is rather difficult for the students to follow the measured data on the display of the
telephone, it is worthwhile to transfer them, and perform the evaluation either on the monitor
of the PC or on a digital board. During small group activities, it is enough to stand around the
device or pass it around while analysing the results.
DETERMINING THE LOCATION OF THE ACCELERATION SENSOR OF THE
TELEPHONE
The students can examine uniform circular motion in its real environment. A demo of a
small-scale acceleration can be performed in the classroom by using a record player (30 cm in
diameter). We can use the Accelerometer Monitor android apps, but quite a large number of
other applications related to kinematic measurements can be downloaded from the internet
free of charge. The sensor provides the values of acceleration along the three axes. Measuring
the acceleration of the smartphone in different positions on the record player makes it possible
to localise the position of the sensor within the smartphone.
By attaching the smartphone tightly to the record player with a piece of double-sided
adhesive tape, we are able to determine the accurate location of the smartphone set in
different positions and at various frequencies (Fig.5.).

Fig.5. The record player with the smartphone
We perform the measurement for a limited amount of time and then we stop it, thus having
the possibility to read the measured data either on the display of the telephone or on the
monitor of a PC - provided previous data transfer, of course. The three curves plotted in Fig.6.
show the data related to the speed measured along the axes. The upper curve shows the data
measured along the axis perpendicular to the figure (z), namely the value of gravitational
acceleration, which we do not make use of presently. The middle curve shows the tangential
component triggered during the rotational movement (x), which is now zero due to the
steadiness of the rotational movement. The lowest range of data shows the radial component
of the acceleration that we are to use subsequently in the course of our measurements (y).
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Fig.6. The values of the acceleration
If we know the number of rotations, we can specify the angular speed ω. The distance R of
the revolving sensor from a central axis can be calculated:

The measurement may be performed during extra-curricular programs, too, but by
projecting the image of the monitor, we may also perform it during a classroom activity.
However, if we make the exact parameters of the mobile phone available, the drawing of the
figures may just as well form the matter of homework since the evaluation of the measured
data may be done based on the images and by using a simple ruler.
In the course of the project, the children have also measured the acceleration in both the
case of damped vibration and oscillation (see Fig.7.). Supported by the measured data, the
students may solve several tasks such as finding the spring constant, defining the features of
attenuation and calculating the moment of inertia and the resonance frequency. Furthermore,
by investigating the “freefall” of the telephone, the students are also given the possibility to
measure the local value of the force of gravity.

Fig.7. Acceleration-time graph of the damped oscillation
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And, last but not least, we have to mention another great advantage of the smartphones:
they are always at hand and their use does not require much previous preparation, just
downloading the desired applications.
CONCLUSIONS
The modern technology has a right place in the physics classes of the high school,
however, only when the students have mastered the classical procedures, analysed and plotted
different graphs, and performed calculations. It would be a mistake to deprive our students of
this experience and of its difficulties. If they can see that they draw a simple distance-time
graph with their own hand which normally takes lots of minutes, they will appreciate that it’s
only a few seconds for a computer program. But the use of computer programs only makes
sense if the students understand exactly how the program works and calculates. Therefore we
should see that if we switch to the modern procedures without the knowledge of the
measurement principle of the classic methods, the procedure loses its physical content.
However, with no theoretical knowledge in the field, all of the above methods may be
regarded only as simple PC- and/or telephone assisted games.
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ABSTRACT
Digital transformation of education is an inevitable and a clearly positive process. Use of
computers in science education is particularly useful, as it opens new possibilities for
teachers in knowledge transfer and experimentation as well as helps students gain deeper
understanding of science problems. This paper will show how cutting-edge education
technology can be used through a number of practical examples.

INTRODUCTION
All kids are natural born scientists. Even at the very early age of 2-3 years, children tend to
be fascinated by the surrounding world. This instinctive curiosity towards natural science
often fades away quickly after students start learning science subjects in school. The lack of
time for experimenting in the classroom, abstract teaching methods, textbook-based science
education often result in the loss of interest in science subjects among children.
LabCamera and Fizika software provide a funny, playful and engaging way for students to
carry out substantial scientific exploration at home or in the classroom. Besides providing fun
for students, these two software packages enable teachers to carry out spectacular, computeraided classroom experiments using old instruments or by creating a simulation – this way
avoiding the necessity of spending thousands of dollars on the newest data-logging devices
[1].
When using these software packages in class, students often do the same experiments in
small groups, sharing their results in a discussion session at the end. This way they are
encouraged to think creatively, to share their ideas and to develop the art of teamwork.
LABCAMERA
In order to use LabCamera software, all is needed is a simple webcam. Any built-in or
USB webcam can be used, there is no need for any special equipment. The software itself is a
cross-platform application for Windows, Android and Chrome. LabCamera is a software that
is easy to handle: teachers and students can start using it from day zero. In addition to this, it
is possible to download a simple manual and over 50 lesson plans from the webpage of
Intellisense Zrt [2]. If one is not skilful in carrying out experiments or simply time allowance
is tight, it is possible to use pre-recorded videos for further analyzing.
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In the following sections we will introduce shortly four of the seven different modules of
the program to give an impression about the abundant possibilities the software provides and
show how they can be used to improve science classes.
TIME LAPSE MODULE
The Time Lapse function helps students observe and understand better the slow processes
in nature, such as the formation and migration of clouds, the growth of plants, etc. The
software makes still shots and stitches these images into a coherent stream of video. This
video can then be played back or further analyzed in other modules. Depending on the
slowness of the observed process, the time interval between subsequent frames can be set to
any value between 0.2 seconds and 24 hours.
A typical experiment that can be carried out using this module is the melting of ice cubes
(see Fig.1).

Fig.1. Investigating the melting of ice cubes with Time Lapse module
In this experiment images should be captured in 1-2-second intervals. For basic level
(primary school) students observing the process is enough fun, but for higher level students it
is also possible to carry out different measurements using the recorded time lapse video. One
such possibility is to measure the volume of the cube as a function of time.
KINEMATICS MODULE
This module - which offers probably the widest possibilities in carrying out physics
experiments - is based on colour recognition. All one needs to do is place a colourful object in
the field of view of a webcam and click on the object. This will make the program recognise
its colour and follow its motion throughout its movement. The software is capable of
capturing a maximum of 3 objects at the same time, allowing for complex kinematics
experiments such as collision or coupled pendulums.
Once an object is recognised and followed by the program, selected graphs of the
horizontal and vertical components of its motion (displacement, velocity, acceleration) will be
displayed on the right of the screen in real time. Such a real time graph situation is shown in
Fig.2.
Using the option to visualize more graphs (such as displacement-time and velocity-time
graphs) at the same time, it is possible to give students ample experience on the connection
between graphs. This helps students gain a better understanding of graphical representation
and analyzing, which is one of the toughest parts of the physics syllabus in secondary school.
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Fig.2. Real-time displacement-time graph of a pendulum, generated in the Kinematics module
A typically good experiment that can be done with this module is the investigation of the
connection between uniform circular motion and simple harmonic motion (SHM). This
experiment is shown in Fig.3. Since the program graphs the components of a motion, it can be
shown quickly that the perpendicular projection of a uniform is an SHM. With higher level
students it is also possible to check the formula for maximum velocity and acceleration in an
SHM.

Fig.3. Investigating the components of a uniform circular motion with Kinematics module
A useful option in this module is that in the case of complex investigations, all recorded
data can be saved in .csv format and analyzed later (possibly as homework).
There are also additional features, such as background elimination and trail visualization
that make Kinematics module an ideal tool to use for observing and investigating various
motions, ranging from oscillations to circular motion, collisions and free fall.
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MICROSCOPE MODULE
With the help of Microscope module it is possible to explore objects ranging in size from
microscopic to astronomic. For best results with this module, a manual focus macro enabled
camera is recommended, since this will enable cell level measurement.
Built as a universal measuring tool, the Microscope module enables students to measure
distances, angles and areas. Offering the option to load pictures or use a webcam to take a
picture, Microscope module can be used to measure objects such as craters on the Moon,
buildings, trees or much smaller objects such as sugar crystals, snowflakes or onion cells.
Fig.4. shows such possible measurements.

Fig.4. Measuring distances and angles on astronomical and microscopic objects using
Microscope module
A typical experiment in physics that can be carried out using this tool is investigating
Snell’s law. A set of pictures can be loaded in and angles can be measured to collect sufficient
data for verifying Snell’s law or to measure the refractive index of a given material.
UNIVERSAL LOGGER MODULE
Universal Logger is a unique, real-time data recognition module that can register real-time
readings of any instrument that has digital, dial or liquid-in-glass display. All the obsolete
measurement devices in school that cannot be connected to a computer can be made useful
again with the help of this module. Thus, by simply using this software, schools can save an
immense amount of money that would be spent on data-loggers.
Typical instruments - from which data can be obtained - are digital multimeters, liquid-inglass displays (such as thermometers or simple U-tubes for measuring pressure) and dial
displays. The use of these types of instruments is shown below in Fig.5.

Fig.5. Instruments from which data can be logged into a computer with the help of Universal
logger module
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A typical experiment that can be carried out using this module is investigation of a battery.
Once the digital multimeters that measure current and potential difference are calibrated in the
program, it takes only 1 minute to carry out the experiment and collect sufficient data.
Furthermore, since data can be saved and further manipulated, it takes a few further minutes
to graph potential difference against current or power against resistance with a few clicks.
There are 3 more modules (Motion cam, Path finder and Graph challenge) that offer
further possibilities in science education, but due to the lack of space we will leave it to the
reader to explore those using the website of the software [3].
FIZIKA SOFTWARE
Fizika is a simulation program that models physical processes in an interactive way. It
enables students to use preloaded objects or just draw on the screen to create scenes and
experiments, then press the play button to get them in motion. One example of such a
complex drawing is shown in Fig.6. In this case the consequence of travelling in a car without
seatbelts on is illustrated. The wheels of cars are driven by engines and as the cars collide into
the walls, the passenger without seatbelts will continue its motion and fly out of the car.

Fig.6. Simulation screen showing a collision with and without seatbelts on
Once a simulation is set up, it is possible to change the properties of the objects by just one
click. This way a whole set of experiments can be carried out effortlessly.
Fizika (similarly to LabCamera) offers a real-time graphing option. If a marker is set on an
object, it measures the motion of the given object (displacement, velocity, acceleration) and
displays it in real-time.
It is possible to change between displacement-time, velocity-time and acceleration-time
graphs with just one click, which provides a perfect opportunity for comparing and analyzing
graphs. Furthermore, the data obtained in a given simulation can be saved in .csv format and
can be analyzed later. Fig.7. shows a simulation screen with the graphs displayed in real time.
Another important feature of this software is that the reference system can be set to any
stationary point or even onto a moving object. Fig.8. illustrates how the displacement-time
graph changes if the reference system is set to one of the moving cars.
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Fig.7. Simulation screen of Fizika. Distance-time, velocity-time and acceleration-time graphs
are displayed in the case of a starting car

Fig.8. The effect of changing the reference system. The displacement-time graph on the left is
measured from a stationary reference system, while the graph on the right is measured from a
system fixed to the yellow box
Typical experiments that are recommended to be carried out using this software are the
ones which are too complicated to set up in real life or the ones in which the effect of a
parameter is investigated, but the parameter can not be easily changed in real life. A good
example is the investigation of the effect of the coefficient of friction on the starting of a car.
Further details about this software can be found on the website of the program [4]. A study
on the results of a teaching experiment investigating the effectiveness of using Fizika is also
available on the website or in this volume [5]. Lesson plans for using Fizika can also be
downloaded from “resources” [2].
THE IST PROGRAM
The “Intellisense for Science Teachers” Programme (IST) was called to life to build and
support a community of passionate science teachers through creating, sharing exciting science
education materials. It provides free software of LabCamera and Fizika for every science
teacher in the world and also downloadable materials such as lesson plans and videos. We do
encourage every physics teacher to sign up for a free copy and enjoy using these software.
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ABSTRACT
In the academic year 2014-2015 several schools from different parts of Hungary took part in
a teaching experiment. The experiment was based on simulation program FIZIKA. The
program can be used to simulate mechanics problems, and has an option which enables users
to visualise and analyse different graphs of the simulated motions quantitatively. In the
teaching experiment our aim was to investigate the efficiency of using this program. We
wanted to see whether graphical visualisation and analysing helps students to improve their
creativity and to develop a better understanding of the basic concepts and theorems of
mechanics.
INTRODUCTION
There are many physics teachers all around the world who seek new methods of teaching
their subject [1-3]. Conferences are held and experiments are carried out to improve the
success of teaching physics. It’s obviously not possible to find a perfect method that will
solve all the problems we struggle with, but small improvements can be made step by step.
Our teaching experiment was hopefully one of these steps.
PROBLEMS IN TEACHING PHYSICS
In Hungary the main problem we face when teaching physics is short time allowance [4].
Students learn physics during 3 years in only 2 periods of 45 minutes. Although the time is
very short, the syllabus is wide and almost impossible to cover.
Unfortunately this leads straight to the problem of lack of experimenting. Although
experimenting is the soul of physics, it takes a long time and with such a small amount of
time we can’t afford to spend much with experiments. This is why we try to concentrate more
and more on computer based experiments that are quick and easy to carry out.
Another problem – that probably arises from the limited number of methods taught in
problem solving- is the lack of creativity of students when encountering a new problem. Since
there isn’t too much time for teaching a given part of the syllabus, problem solving usually
means solving simple exercises. This generates an unfortunate attitude in most of the students:
they try to survive physics by solving these simple exercises with a simple mathematical
knowledge. All they need is a formula that contains quantities that are given and hopefully
only one unknown which is ideally the quantity in question.
In order to change this, we have to challenge the students with problems in which they
have to develop a new method of solution, but according to our experiences very few students
are ready to accept the challenge – most of them would just give it up at first sight.
An especially problematic part is the graphical representation of motions. A lot of our
students can’t cope with graphs simply because there’s too much data in them and they get
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stuck, because their well developed method of substituting into a formula will not work. This
is why we wanted to use a program that saves time for as and at the same time helps students
to develop a better understanding of graphs.
A FEW WORDS ABOUT FIZIKA SIMULATION PROGRAM
The question arises: which program should we use? There are many available at low prices
or free and therefore it’s not easy to choose. I am personally not a great fan of simulations but
was convinced about its advantages during this experiment.
The main difference between FIZIKA and the many downloadable simple simulations is
that FIZIKA is not a ready-made simulation in which only a few parameters can be changed.
It’s a program in which it is possible to draw objects (with variable parameters) and therefore
set up infinitely many situations and then see what happens. The program in the background
solves differential equations to calculate the motion of objects and visualizes the results,
which means that we will see the outcome of a given setup as a movie showing the motions of
all objects. Although the part of the program that does the calculation is not available for
further analysis and the whole program is still under continuous development, about 50
already existing simulations show that the results are reliable enough to be used in high
school physics.
It’s very important that students establish a relationship between the results of real
experiments and their simulation based versions, so that they understand that simulations run
in FIZIKA are not simple movies, but give back the results of the real experiments. Therefore
it’s essential to carry out a few simple experiments (such as dropping a ball) both ways. This
way the program gains credit in the eyes of the students and therefore can later be used to
investigate more complex situations.
I myself use it in my classroom as a short introduction to a new phenomenon or as a full
investigation of a given motion – usually concentrating on graphs. I find this a powerful tool
to help the understanding of graphical representation (also the connection between different
graphs) and graphical analysis.
THE TEACHING EXPERIMENT IN NUMBERS
The experiment was carried out with the participation of 5 different schools in the
academic year 2014-2015. Teachers were asked to volunteer only if they had two parallel
groups in which they taught physics, to ensure that we would have the possibility to compare
the results with control groups. This way altogether 163 students participated, 80 of them
being in the experimental groups.
Teachers got free access to the program for both themselves and their students and were
also provided ready-made simulations made by András Juhász and Péter Jenei of ELTE.
Although they were encouraged to make their own simulations whenever necessary, it was
rarely done due to lack of time. There were also free-access worksheets that proved very
useful (from the feedback of the teachers). All these were only used in the experimental
groups, while in the control groups the teachers followed the national syllabus.
The part of syllabus taught was kinematics that contained uniform and uniformly
accelerated motions along a straight line, free-fall, vertical and horizontal projection.
Teaching this part took about 3 months in average (from September to end of November), but
it slightly varied between different schools. After finishing kinematics, teachers were asked to
make the students write the same end of topic test both in the experimental and in the control
groups. The test was therefore the same for all 163 students and we used the results to
compare their achievements and to draw conclusions.
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EXAMPLE OF A WORKSHEET
To make the reader understand the nature of the simulations and worksheets it’s essential
to show an example. We will now look at a very simple simulation and at the worksheet
connected to it.
In this simulation the concept of average speed was to be practiced. After starting the
simulation a car driven by a motor starts to move. While the simulation keeps running it is
possible to increase the number of revolutions of the wheels, this way increasing the speed of
the car (see Fig.1). Thus we will have a motion in which there are two sections with two
different speeds.

Fig.1. Simulation screen: a simple rear-wheel-drive car. The number of revolutions per
minute of the rear wheel can be changed by the bottom slider
The most useful part of FIZIKA is that it can draw various graphs of the motion simulated.
This can be used to analyze graphs and also to change between graphs easily and illustrate the
relationships, which is typically a very complicated task for the students without such a
program. In the first part of the worksheet (shown by Fig.2.) students were asked to copy the
horizontal position vs. time (x-t) graph into the space provided (by simply using PrintScreen).
The students were then asked to draw a straight line that would represent a motion happening
at the average speed (see red segment).

Fig.2. Worksheet on average speed – part 1
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The second part of the worksheet concentrated on the velocity-time graph of the motion.
Here students had to draw the line representing the motion with the average speed again, and
also had to check that the distance covered calculated as the area under the graph equals the
distance that can be read from the x-t graph. This way the concepts of average speed and
relationship between v-t and x-t graph were practiced.
Probably the biggest gain of working with such worksheets was that students had to take
an active part in solving the problem and therefore learnt much more from it than from a
simple theoretical lecture.
END OF TOPIC TEST
The test was designed according to the general expectations of the syllabus, no exercises
were used that had a direct connection with the simulation program. This was done so to
make sure students in the experimental group didn’t get an advantage to those studying in the
control groups.
Exercises varied from easy to hard and traditional to non-traditional. Fig.3. and 4. show
two examples from these exercises.
The problem in Fig.3. was quite a traditional exercise in which the ability to establish a
relationship between graphs was checked. In part a) an x-t graph was given and a v-t graph
had to be drawn, which means that students had to calculate slopes to get the magnitudes of
velocities. In part b) a relationship in the opposite direction had to be used, the distances
covered in two different parts of the motion had to be calculated and drawn using that the
distance covered is the area under the v-t graph.

Fig.3. Exercise 3 of the end-of-topic test based on relationship between x-t and v-t graphs
With this exercise we wanted to test our assumption that students who solved several
similar tasks while using the simulation program gained a deeper understanding of this type of
problem. The results verified our assumptions. The experimental groups reached a better
result (63%) with a significant difference (control groups reached 37%).
The exercise shown in Fig.4. is a very unusual exercise compared to normal school
exercises. A photo is given with only one additional data: the height of the girl second from
the left is 170cm.
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Fig.4. Exercise 6 of the end of topic test
Using this information and a ruler students were expected to answer the following
questions:
a) How long before taking the second picture did the girl, who is second from the left
jump from the bridge?
b) How long did the person on the left took to jump after the girl jumped next to him?
In order to be able to carry out the calculations, students first needed to measure different
distances on the photo and then had to use the data given to convert their measurements into
real distances. Here we wanted to test whether individual work with the simulation program
helped and encouraged students to become more creative in problem solving.
The results verified our assumptions. Although it was clear that students did find this
exercise difficult, in the experimental groups more students started to solve it and reached
better results. (Fewer students got 0 points and the number of students getting maximum
points in the experimental groups was about the double of that in the control groups.)
The overall result of the test (see Fig.5.) was more convincing than what we expected.
Students in the experimental groups reached better results in all of the exercises, however the
difference is not very significant in the easiest exercises.

Fig.5. Average result of the end-of-topic test
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CONCLUSIONS
By comparing the test results of the two groups we concluded that our hypothesis – that
this new computer-based method and in particular quantitative graphical analysis and problem
solving tasks connected to several simulations might help the students deepen their
understanding in different aspects of the syllabus such as graph-analyzing, graph-plotting, and
using graphs in problem solving – seemed to be correct.
The fact that students see and evaluate lots of graphs and get used to new types of
problems and thus improve their self-confidence is a clear advantage of this program.
Since this experiment was executed in a small number of schools with relatively few
students, we handle these results as possible conclusions giving information for further
experiments.
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ABSTRACT
“Why is it easier to pull a sledge horizontally than up a slope?” It is a well-known question
often asked by physics teachers. This is an issue in the classroom when we analyze friction
and motion on a slope. The answer is simple; at least it seems to be. Our little group made a
deeper study of the question. We did a Newtonian analysis by giving the equations of motion.
This led us to a function of two variables. The analysis of this function goes beyond the
secondary school curriculum. We numerically analyzed it with a program written in C++. We
measured typical tilt angles of sledging hills and typical friction coefficient values of snowsledge surfaces. “It is easier to pull something on level ground than up a slope.” Is this
statement generally or exclusively true in the case of specific conditions?
INTRODUCTION
While travelling home from a physics competition with eager students, we discussed some
issues that arose during the event. A well-known question came into our focus: “Why is it
easier to pull a sledge horizontally than to pull it on a slope upwards?” (Fig.1.)

Fig.1. Pulling a sledge
Some of the students paid special attention to the problem and showed interest to
participate in a deeper study. I chose the Aristotelian (often called peripatetic) way of
education to mentor or guide this little group. It is a teaching method that roots in the ancient
times and points towards Inquiry Based Learning. This method builds on the students’ skills,
also reinforces these. It is open between subjects. It supports inductive teaching, gives an
active and constructivist approach of learning. It is one of the most motivating and effective
ways of education, it also matches best the age characteristics of the high school students. Our
group achieved surprising results in the study.
A STUDY OF THE TYPICAL QUALITATIVE ANSWERS
We met answers in the Hungarian literature of physics competitions and methodology that
are similar to this reasoning: “In both cases we need to exert a force against friction, plus on
the slope we must exert force against a component of gravity as well.” The problem is as
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follows: We agree that the force against gravity is an increasing value as the tilt angle of the
slope is increasing, whereas the force against friction is a decreasing one. When we add up
these two, the sum is not necessarily an increasing function.
Some of the answers we read are similar to this: “Besides energy dissipated in friction,
extra mechanical work must be done to give “height”/ “positional”/ “potential”/
“gravitational” energy.” When talking about an “easier pull”, we associate it with forces
rather than with energy. Work, energy, and force are different notions. If we want to make a
connection, we need to study distance as well.
THE NEWTONIAN ANALYSIS
We used Newton’s laws, which are also well known as basics of classical dynamics for the
theoretical analysis of the case. Our solution is often studied also in upper secondary physics
courses. We apply the standard notation of dynamics and use the symbols F, m, a, μ, α, etc.
Quantities characterizing pull on a horizontal surface are marked by *. Vectors are set in bold.
Based on Newton’s 2nd law the force needed for a uniform motion…
… in case of horizontal pull is as follows:
(1)
since

,

so

(2)
(3)

… in case of pulling up on a slope (see Fig.2.) is as discussed below:

Fig.2. Study of forces on a slope
Newton’s 2nd law is a law of vectors. Often we need to use two simultaneous equations for
the components. These are for the components parallel and perpendicular to the surface of the
slope. The + directions are perpendicularly away from the surface of the slope, and crosswise
up.
 Studying the components perpendicular to the surface provides H, the force that is
exerted by the slope
(4)
therefore

(5)

 So we can calculate friction
(6)
so

(7)
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 The parallel component of gravity can be given as
(8)
that means

(9)

Based on Newton’s 2nd law the force of pull is
(10)
which gives us that

(11)
(12)

To compare the force of pull in these cases we form a function
(13)
We receive that

.

(14)

If we study the sgnψ function, we can figure out whether our original statement is true or
false. We need to face a problem: analysing a function like sgnψ is not in the secondary
school curriculum. A few decades ago we could not have coped with this analytical task.
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS, A STUDY OF THE SGN Ψ FUNCTION
Two of the students participating in the project were senior students of a secondary IT
software course at the time. Relying on their choice we wrote a programme in C++ using
SDL, which works in 1000x180 pixels [1]. Since 0o≤ α ≤90o, on the vertical axis we can
easily represent the tilt angle, α if 1o=2 pixels. So, on the horizontal axis we can represent μ.
With a multiplier we can adjust the maximum value to what we want to study. Our
programme works in two cycles. This means 90,000 data pairs to calculate with. We
presented the results according to our purpose in a colour code (see Table 1.)
Table 1. Colour code
Pull on slope
bigger
smaller

Pull on level ground (*)
smaller
bigger

sgnψ
+
-

Colour code
red
blue

We were very excited to see the results. If a blue area appears, it means that the original
statement is not necessarily true in all circumstances. Our results in the numerical analysis:
1) For all possible angles, if 0 ≤ μ ≤ 0.25 see Fig.3.

Fig.3. Sign for small μ values
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2) For all possible angles, if 0 ≤ μ ≤ 2.5 we present Fig.4.

Fig.4. Sign for bigger μ values
3) For all possible angles, we allowed μ up to 50, you can check Fig.5.

Fig.5. Sign up to extreme μ values
We can conclude that α and μ are the main quantities that define motion on a slope. The
blue area appears only if μ > 1. We left the question open whether there is a significance in
physics of μ = 1.
HANDS-ON MEASUREMENTS
We wanted to see what the typical values (for μ and α) are, when riding the sledge.
Measuring the coefficient of friction
We pulled the sledge on level ground at constant speed. We used an 80213-141 Kamasaki
digital scale (dynamometer) that we bought cheap in a fishing shop. We also needed a
bathroom scale and a sledge. We made measurements on 3 different occasions, which means
3 different circumstances. We decided to note 3 readings each time. We formed the mean
value by calculating the arithmetic mean. Our results are in Table 2.
Table 2. Our results for the coefficient of friction
measurement
(Budapest XXI. ÁMK)

μ

th

9 Febr. 2015
late evening
with a young girl on

351+51.7=
403

10th Febr. 2015
afternoon

51.7

16th Febr. 2015
early morning

51.7

45.15
49.46
47.88
9.88
9.20
9.45
4.90
5.10
4.35
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Fpull

Fgravity
0.112
0.123
0.119
0.191
0.178
0.166
0.095
0.098
0.084

0.118

0.178

0.092
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In the 1985/5. issue of the Hungarian journal “KÖMAL” we found that the friction
constant measured with a different method is 0.02 ≤ μ ≤ 0.3. Our results match those we
found in the literature.
Measuring tilt angles in 2 ways
Our first problem was that we could not get an inclinometer. Since this instrument is not
cheap, we worked out a conventional method for measuring α. We needed a bubble level
(0.8m), a 1-meter rod, and a pendulum (string & load). Figs.6. and 7.demonstrate how we
used our tools. We also used another apparatus to measure tilt angles, the GPS system. We
worked with the two versions that were available free.

Fig.6. Our “inclinometer”
We made our measurements in different playgrounds in Budapest on 23rd June 2015.

Fig.7. “In-situ” measurements
Table 3 contains our results. We denote by * our results with the GPS system.
Table 3. Our results for α
spot
Slope 1
Bp., 1095
Petőfi u. 2.
Slope 2
Bp., 1091
Kékvirág u. 2.
Slope 3
Bp., 1107
Bihari u. 3-5.

1/1
1/2
1/3
2/1
2/2
2/3
3/1
3/2
3/3

84.0
85.0
80.5
80.5
81.5
83.3
83.5
85.0
82.5

0.9524
0.9512
0.9938
0.9938
0.9816
0.9639
0.9581
0.9412
0.9697

αactual
18o
20o
6o
6o
11o
15o
17o
20o
14o

αmean

*αactual1

*αactual2

*αmean

15o

16o

13o

15o

11o

11o

14o

12o

17o

15o

14o

15o

Our results range from 6o to 20o, and a characteristic (mean) value is 14o. We consider our
result as a good estimate only, based on “in-situ” measurements.
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INCORPORATING THE RESULTS OF OUR THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL
STUDIES
„Why is it easier to pull a sledge on level ground than to pull it up a slope?”
We provide two answers:
1) Since μ < 1, from the theoretical study we learned that there is no need to give a
typical value to α. (Fig.8.) A correct answer is: As typically μ < 1, it is easier to pull a
sledge on level ground than to pull it up a slope.

Fig.8. The case when μ < 1
2) We studied the area denoted by the typical values based on our measurement (Fig.5.).
Another correct answer is: It is easier to pull a sledge on level ground than to pull it up
a slope, because of the real values of α and μ.

Fig.9. Real sledging values
CONCLUSIONS
In a mentor class the teacher and the students studied a question that had been studied
before only in a qualitative way in public education. First, we have found that the typical
answers in this case are not correct. Then we asked a “why?” question to a “yes-or- no” type
question. Easily we acquired a function of two variables. From this point on computing skills
were needed to carry on with our project. Our mentor class turned into an interdisciplinary
forum of science. We could find real answers for a classical physics question, where the
qualitative answers based on experience do not capture the scientific essence of the
phenomenon.
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ABSTRACT
In the past few years there has been a growth of interest in how computers can be best
harnessed in order to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of education. The use of the
ICT toolkit is restricted by the limited infrastructure and the attendant high costs of access
(e.g. software, updating). Data logging is a central feature of practical activity in the modern
science laboratory. In my study I discuss the vital parameters of data loggers, which must be
considered in the case of shopping. I show how all the measuring activities may be readily
performed using only a data logger. It is hoped that the experiments will make it easier for
teachers to introduce data logging to students in a meaningful manner.
INTRODUCTION
With the sponsorship of the European Union, in many schools a professional science
laboratory was developed. This is Öveges Programme. This programme provides the
possibility for 10 elementary schools of the district of these labs to do natural science
experiments as they are having lessons in the lab, too. With this renewal the schools received
new IT equipment, for example data loggers which can be used for Physics, Chemistry and
Biology as well.
We hope that this programme will go on and other schools will get the possibility to
improve their toolkit. In this paper I give some practical advice to those who have the
potential or chance to obtain IT tools. My work in this programme was to help schools in
getting all the tools which they really need and want. I met the expectations of the teachers,
and now I would like to share my experiences.
THE COSTS OF DATA LOGGERS
We all know what the situation is between students and Science classes, so we have to
reach an improvement in student attitude towards science. Modern apparatus in the lab
offering many new and exciting features is a good possibility to reach this aim [1].
Nevertheless, our financial possibilities are limited. There are many types available on the
market. Everybody wants to get professional and cheap tools. Based on resources, the first
characteristic of these items that we usually check is the price. In some cases this amount does
not contain the price of the software. The cost is raised a lot if the software and the updates
must be paid separately.
Another financial problem can occur if we have to buy a PC to run the software of the
logger. It is useful to choose a cost saving product with a built-in computer and rechargeable
battery. This solution is cheaper, and you can also use these portable data loggers for out-ofschool experiments, or you can smuggle them for Science in class trips [2]. Fig.1. shows a
class trip experiment conducted in a forest. Humidity, temperature, light intensity and air
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pressure were measured while the students were walking on a path farther and farther from
the highway. Before the trip they were asked to decide which four parameters to check. They
carried out the experiment using only a data logger. They also made notes with the device
during the process, so no paper sheets or pencils were needed. If the graphing and analysis
tools normally only found on the PC are built in, we really can get a stand-alone data logger
and analysis tool.

Fig.1. Abiotic factors measured in a forest
Incidental malfunctions, damages and warranty should also be mentioned. The chosen
product must be resistant to the shock, percussion, overload or impact caused by the users.
The connection lead or the plugs are used to be a critical point. In turn, generally we don’t
have to worry about computer viruses. Basically the software of the loggers are programmed
in their own system, they are not threatened by Windows or Mac viruses.
LEARNING PROCESS
Besides the cost of the new apparatus, educational aspect shall also be concerned
thoroughly. Teachers are overloaded, but the weekly number of the science sessions is so low,
so we have to get as much as possible into those hours. Teachers’ work can be grouped into 3
parts. First, the preparation before the lessons (planning, setting up the experiments), then
managing the students’ work during the lessons, and thirdly the evaluation (homework,
practical work, tests). The logger is expected to help the teacher in this total work. How is it
possible?
To be able to use a new item, some learning and practice must be performed. The simpler
the platform and the software, the easier it is to learn the operation. Simple menu also
supports the students in their work. However, it can be scary for the children if they see a lot
of icons on the screen, the device must be able to carry out many different data collecting and
analysing processes, as you can see in Fig.2.

Fig.2. Icons on the screen for quick data analysis
It is preferred if we can choose from different levels of the software, offering different
expanded possibilities, according to the age and preparedness of the students.
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ATTRACTIVE PROPERTIES MAKING LIFE EASIER
The first meeting of the pupils with a tool determines their attitude towards the device.
Students use their smart phones continuously. Fig.3. indicates an item having its own fully
coloured high resolution LCD touch screen, similar to tablets and smartphones, which helps
us to bring the students into a familiar relationship with the tool.

Fig.3. A logger with a touch screen
The best for students is if they can do the experiments themselves, but in many cases the
teacher’s demonstration is needed. It’s a benefit if it can be connected to a projector or
monitor. This is absolutely relevant, required whenever the teacher needs to present a
demonstration or introduce an experiment to a class, even to provide training on how to use
the device.
To get on well with Science is a hard work for the students, we could make it easier if they
can carry out their experiments in their own language. The possibility to choose an alternative
language is a helping hand for the teacher, too. Also a detailed user’s manual must be
enclosed in the mother tongue of the teacher. Furthermore, there should be teaching materials
and booklets with experiments developed especially for the given device. In some cases,
loggers are supplied with built-in setup files matching these documents.
Teachers would like to carry out hundreds of experiments with their logger, it’s important
to choose a manifold type, with many sensors, which can be built-in, or which we can buy
separately. To decide what sensors to buy, collect some information on the available ones
from the manufacturer or the distributor, and have a discussion with your Biology, Chemistry,
Geography colleagues. Teachers don’t have to bother with the calibration of the sensors, if it
is done by the manufacturer. The sensors should also have a built-in protection against
overloading.
COLLECTING AND ANALYSING DATA
Measuring activities may be readily performed using a data logger, so students can record
their captured data in a table and plot the results on a graph quickly. It’s interesting to
examine a live graph, for example the increasing of CO2 level in the classroom during a
lesson. Or we can leave the operating logger in the classroom for some days, and measure the
changes of the light level and the temperature with the variation of day and night.
If we are talking about long-term remote data logging, then we should mention processes
which are too quick to observe with human sensory organs. A professional logger is able to
manage short measuring time with a small intersample time, at a range of some microseconds.
Fast data logging is necessary for Physics, and is also used in Biology, in checking pulse or
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heart rate, for example. Fig.4. shows how the current changes in a light bulb after it is
switched on. The measurement time is 200 ms.

Fig.4. Current falls according to the increasing resistance [3]
Besides data collection, we also need the possibility to analyse the graph plotted from the
captured data. Related to the type of the experiment, we plot our data as the function of each
other, or simply as the function of time. So we need an x-axis that can be changed according
to our expectations.
Different processes are observed with different methods. Our logger must be able to meter
and plot discrete and continuous data. For example, let’s check how the light intensity
changes with the distance from the light source. To get data, we position the light sensor
against a ruler so that we can measure the distance from the light bulb to the Light Sensor.
With this process we get a discrete graph. The fitted curve indicates the inverse square law.
Results are shown in Fig.5.

Fig.5. Light intensity as the function of distance from the light source
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To see the correlation between the different variables many transformations need to be
applied. For example, if the change of the pressure of a gas is measured with the change of the
volume of the container, it is not enough to plot the p(V) graph. To get the well-known
Boyle’s law data is treated to produce a 1/V or a 1/p plot, which gives a straight line. With the
function wizard we can display that the volume of gas is inversely proportional to the pressure
(provided that the mass and the temperature remain constant).
If we do the transformations in Excel, we have to plot the new columns again and again,
which is a waste of time. With a logger the required graph appears after only a few clicks. Of
course, there is the possibility to save each graph before the transformations, title them and
make notes at the same time, without any sheets of paper or a computer, using only the data
logger.
It is not a dream to have enough tools for the class. Each measuring pair should use a data
logger, carry out the experiment and do the analysis parallel with the others. And when they
are ready, they just connect the logger to a printer and have the final graphs printed. In this
way the teacher can easily check the overall work of the students in only one step, and the
pupils can glue the graph into their writing pads.
STUDENT WORK AT HOME
Basically a normal class is 45 minutes long. It is almost impossible to carry out the
experiment and do the total analysis process in this short time. Having a multiuser PC
software included in the price is also a benefit that provides students with a wide range of PClike functionality. This way the logger can still be used with a PC when required. Students can
take their measurements at home, they can analyse, work on their own PCs with a software
which looks and behaves just like the stand-alone one. It is also essential to have the
possibility to save data in xls format, so pupils can easily export data into a spreadsheet. In
this way, homework can also be solved.
CONCLUSIONS
 With a professional logger we can collect and analyse data quickly and easily. The price
of the tool and the software are important so many factors and aspects must be
considered.
 All in all stand-alone loggers are cheaper because no PCs must be bought for the
operation.
 When we start to use a new equipment, it is beneficial to have a software with optional
languages and user’s guide in every individual’s mother tongue. After all, maybe
worksheets should be provided too.
 There is quite a wide range of variables which should be measured in a science class.
The more sensors are available, the more experiments can be done with the chosen
device.
 Multiuser software running on the kids own PCs is a good point, giving also the
possibility to do their pieces of homework.
 There is no need for any calibration or setup, simply choose a type which is already
calibrated and able to do automatic setup.
 With a complete measuring system, we get accurate and real-time data, it allows longterm studies and quick measuring. In addition, it provides portability and options for
homework. All these things result in students good at science and satisfied teachers.
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